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Turn-by-turn navigation, OpenStreetMap, Crowd-Sourced Traffic, 3D maps, Satellite maps, Offline maps and Transit. Entirely free.
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Magic Earth



Turn-by-turn navigation, HD Traffic, OpenStreetMap, 3D maps, Satellite maps, Offline maps and Transit. Entirely free.
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Magic Earth



Turn-by-turn navigation, Crowd-Sourced Traffic, OpenStreetMap, 3D maps, Satellite maps, Offline maps and Transit.

Entirely free.
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Smart navigation with
CarPlay and Siri Shortcuts
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"Hey Siri, let's go home" 
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"Show me the mountains" 
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"Find me a parking lot" 
													
					
				
				
			
			











Turn-by-turn navigation
Optimised for car, pedestrian and bicycle.

Learn more about Turn-by-turn navigation >
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Navigation
Optimised for car, pedestrian and bicycle.

Learn more about Navigation >
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Crowd-Sourced Traffic

Reliable and super accurate traffic that simply works.


Learn more about Traffic>
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3D maps


The world isn't flat. So why are most maps?



Learn more about Maps >        Learn more about offline Maps >




The world isn't flat. So why are most maps?



Learn more about Maps >
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Satellite maps
Up to 3 inch accuracy. Yes, 7.5 centimeter!



Learn more about Maps >        Learn more about offline Maps >






']Satellite maps
Up to 3 inch accuracy. Yes, 7.5 centimeter!


 Learn more about offline Maps >





 

Offline Maps
Download only the region that you need. Or your entire country. Free and without giving up your privacy.



Learn more about Offline Maps >









Offline Maps
Download only the region that you need. Or your entire country. Free and without giving up your privacy.




Learn more about Offline Maps >
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Transit
Public Transportation for the 70% of us who use multiple ways of getting around our city.



Learn more about Transit >
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Transit
Public Transportation for the 70% of us who use multiple ways of getting around our city.



Learn more about Transit >
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3D Touch

 


With peek and pop you find your way faster than ever before



 










3D Touch
With peek and pop you find your way faster than ever before
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Support for Apple Watch
The fastest way to start a trip. An elegant way to receive instructions.

 Apple Watch is not required except for Apple Watch specific features.












Apple Watch
The fastest way to start a trip. An elegant way to receive instructions.

 Apple Watch is not required except for Apple Watch specific features.
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Available for free
on iOS and Android
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